Mobile Data Policy
Mobility has transformed the way we work. It has also introduced a broad range of risks for IT teams. Your employees
have access to the world at their fingertips, and as they go mobile, so does your data. It is now crucial to ensure that
your data does not fall into the wrong hands. At the same time, noncompliant or illicit conduct can expose your business
to legal complications, while excessive data use for non-business purposes can damage both productivity and your
budget. Wandera takes care of all these drawbacks and more, letting you take full advantage of the mobility revolution.

Better together

Challenge

Wandera has partnered with MobileIron to
provide a full end-to-end mobility solution that
provides the highest level of insights and analytics
across mobile devices used in the enterprise.
Combining MobileIron’s Unified Endpoint
Management (UEM) functionalities, such as device
management and information protection, with
Wandera’s multi-level architecture, customers can
apply intelligent policy to fully manage data usage
and flag employee usage risks.

Organizations with a mobile workforce don’t have visibility into
how devices that access their corporate data are being used.
Mobile Data Policy offers:
>> Real-time insights and analytics on mobile risk
>> Content filtering by app or website
>> Prevents data loss through leaking apps and all forms of Shadow IT
Benefits:

The joint solution supports iOS, and Samsung
Android and deploying via MobileIron Core and
MobileIron Cloud is quick and easy.

>> Reduce data costs and make data usage more predictable
>> Boost productivity and reducing employer liability
>> Stay fully compliant with GDPR

Multi-level framework
Endpoint Application

In-Network Architecture

Administrative Console

Cloud Gateway
Enterprise management

Best-in-class detection

Policy for corporate devices

>> Manage endpoints

>> Enforce usage policy

>> Real-time insights

>> Analyze apps

>> Filter access

>> Alerts and notifications

>> Educate end users

>> Eliminate Shadow IT

>> Safeguard user privacy
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Mobile Data Policy
Powerful policy controls to provide peace of mind
Enforce acceptable use

Eliminate excessive data usage

Set intelligent web-filtering rules about which behaviors and
sites/apps are considered acceptable, with the power to
enforce them. Wandera helps you ensure usage is compliant,
and reduces risk exposure from illegal or unacceptable use.

Set intelligent rules for data usage (including streaming and
roaming), ensuring that you are in control and that usage is
appropriate, while avoiding unexpected overages.
>> Capping and blocking with alerts
>> Data savings

Gain detailed end-user and admin insights

>> Roaming and tethering controls

Our admin portal, RADAR, gives you insight into your mobile
usage and brings real-time analytics to your organization enabling you to make meaningful changes to your policies
based on the trends you identify.

Fully customizable
Create policies that apply to different end user groups
in different circumstances, and switch devices from one
group to another with ease. You can even apply policies for
different device types or geographies.

Use Cases

Roaming Reduced
One of the world’s leading management consulting firms
deployed Wandera with MobileIron to help control their data
usage. Consultants travel frequently, and this organization’s
data bill was millions of dollars every year. Wandera Mobile
Data Policy for MobileIron now helps the firm set granular
data caps when roaming, and blocks unnecessary file syncing
over cellular networks.

Implementing Wandera let the firm stay within their
mobile data plan, reducing roaming costs by 59%.

Content Filtered
An enterprise oil company uses Wandera’s Mobile Data Policy
to enforce acceptable usage policies - anyone trying to access
inappropriate content is blocked, and given information on
why that content has been filtered. The solution is deployed
seamlessly to the mobile fleet using MobileIron, with a ‘zerotouch’ approach.

Wandera blocks an average of 218 attempts to access
restricted content per day for this organization.

For more information, get in touch with your MobileIron representative.
Wandera is a leading mobile security company, providing multi-level protection against cyber threats for users, endpoints, and
corporate applications. Security teams worldwide rely on Wandera to eliminate threats and enhance user privacy.
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